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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.

Which statement is true?
A. If the VCS receives a call to an unknown IP address, it
queries its neighbors for the remote address and if permitted,
it routes the call through the neighbor.
B. Dialing by IP address is not supported on VCS.
C. Endpoints can make calls to unknown IP addresses without the
VCS querying any neighbors.
D. Endpoints that are registered directly to the VCS can call
only an IP address of a system that is also registered directly
to that VCS.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements about an extended partition
are true?
Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose two.
A. It cannot contain more than one logical drive.
B. A maximum of four extended partitions can exist on a single
basic disk.
C. It cannot be formatted or assigned a drive letter.
D. It can be sub-divided into logical drives.
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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